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Introduction
You have played a Psychometric Game. This game provides insight into skills that are important for your job.

What does this report contain?

You can see your skills as compared to a large group of other players. You can also see your game scores. You can,
for example, see how many stars you have collected and how quickly you played the game.

Disclaimer and copyright

In accordance with the NIP guidelines, the period of validity for this report is no more than two years. This is due to the
fact that people change over time.

This automated report provides a description of characteristics as a result of performance during the games.
Psychometric games allow for more freedom in the candidate’s approach compared to many other instruments. This
should be taken into account when interpreting the data.

© 2014-2020 Ixly. The intellectual property and copyright for these tests and reports lies with the test supplier.
Customers and clients may copy this for internal use.
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Connect

In the Connect game you have to rotate separate pieces as fast
as possible in order to connect two circles with each other.
This game requires planning skills. To find the solution quickly,
you must think logically and use your spatial ability.

Sten scores

Below average Average Above average

Performance

Skills

Planning – Do you know what steps you must take in order to achieve your goal?
You will need planning skills to solve the levels by connecting the pieces.
To be able to plan, you must think of what steps you need to take to reach your goal and the order in which
you must take them.

Sten scores

Below average Average Above average

Planning

Perseverance – Do you keep going until you have reached your goal?
You need perseverance to keep going until you have reached your goal, even when faced with a difficult or
frustrating task. This is important in your job in order to complete tasks.

Sten scores

Below average Average Above average

Perseverance

Game scores

Number of stars earned 96/99 Number of levels solved with
hints 2

Total number of levels played 30/30 Number of levels solved without
hints 28

Total number of hints used 3 Number of levels solved entirely
by hints 0
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Interpretation of the scores
This report contains a number of figures which we would like to explain. The graphic representation of the
results is shown in sten scores.

Sten scores have the following meanings:

Sten Meaning

1 Far below average

2 Well below average

3 Below average

4 Just below average

5 Average

6 Average

7 Just above average

8 Above average

9 Well above average

10 Far above average
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